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The Fourth Industrial Revolution is here
Evolution of production
End of 18th century

Beginning of 20th century

• Introduction of mass production
based on the division of labor
• Era of Fordism – standardization of
mass production by assembly lines

• Introduction of mechanical
production facilities using
water and steam power
Second industrial revolution
• First mechanical loom - 1784

Beginning of the 70s

Today

• Cyber-physical systems.
• Use of electronics and IT to
• Ubiquitous connectivity of people,
further automate the production machines and real time data
• First programmable logic
controller (PLC) Modicon
Fourth industrial revolution
084 - 1969

Third industrial revolution

First industrial revolution

Historically, technology has always shaped production systems
1. [For more in-depth insights on the concept of Fourth Industrial Revolution, see: Klaus Schwab, “The Fourth Industrial Revolution: What if Means, How to Respond’, World Economic Forum, 14 Jan 2016, Link]
Source: World Economic Forum

The way we work, learn and consume is changing – so
does the way we design, manufacture and distribute
Evolution of production
From designing for manufacturing to…

From mass production to…

From global supply chains to…

Source: WEF – A.T. Kearney: Technology and Innovation for the Future of Production: Accelerating Value Creation

Unconstrained
Design

Flexible
Production

Unchained
Supply

•
•
•
•

Algorithmic design optimization
Customer co-creation
Functionally graded, custom materials
Voxel level control

•
•
•
•
•

Fewer processing steps, shorter lead time
No / limited tooling required
Reduction in fixed assets, CapEx
Shorter lead times
Batch size of 1

• Multi-component consolidation
• On-location production and use
• High ratio of productive output to space utilized
(micro factories)
• Distributed Production and reshoring

The “Fab-Five” techs are core to this change and have
the broadest impact across industries and geographies
Five converging technologies changing value chains
Connectivity &
Computing Power
Internet of Things
Connecting the
unconnected

Analytics &
Intelligence
Artificial Intelligence
Coming of age
Global Market

85%
Of production assets
today are still
unconnected
Number of IoT devices

$32 bn
$8 bn
2016

2020

Human-Machine
interface
Wearables
Digitizing the
workforce

2016

2020

Source: A.T. Kearney and the World Economic Forum

Advanced Robotics
Emerging from the cage

3D Printing
Shaping the future one
layer at a time

$38 bn market
$700 mn market,
projected to grow to
$5 bn by 2020

250,000 units sold in 2015
– projected to grow to
400,000 units by 2020

Global Market
$16 bn
$5 bn

70% of captured
production data goes
unused –
AI can change that

2020

10%

31 bn

17 bn

Next Generation Automation

Most industries still in early
stages of adoption

Handles 10% of
production tasks
today

2016

Recent surge in
metal capabilities
Rising to 45% by 2030

Combining elements of available technologies
for a realistic vision of a digital supply chain
Digital Supply Chain Vision
(Paints example)

Source: A.T. Kearney

New technologies need to be deployed to solving
key issues – not technology for technology’s sake
Identification of current chokepoints
RD&I

• Inefficient links between manufacturing and
RD&I
• Complicated formulation portfolio driven by
varying formulation philosophies

RD&I/laboratory

Budgeting & planning

• Inefficient preventive maintenance often based on
supplier recommendations
• Unplanned downtime due to unexpected equipment
failures (esp. Filling)
• Poor interface with plant equipment manufacturers

Plant development
& investment

• Large data sets available, not easily
leveraged
• Volatility – need to plan more quickly,
with more agility
• Significant resources required to
generate reports with limited ability to
generate insights

Production operations

Maintenance & reliability

Capital allocation

Material sourcing
& acquisition

• Poor portfolio management
especially across high number of
small capital projects
• Project execution issues
• 3rd party management challenges

Talent acquisition & management

Product manufacture

Supply chain

Inventory management
& distribution

• Asset footprint/network not rationalized
• Lack of agility in transportation network – high logistics costs
• Changing dynamics in shipment and fleet transportation management
• Poor visibility of inventory across the network
• Difficulty in re-balancing demand & supply with consideration to
financial implications
• Poor collaboration/integration with suppliers and third party providers

• War for talent
• Aging workforce
• Inefficiencies in contingent labor management
• High spend on external workforce, shopfloor, IT, engineering, automation
• Lack of analytical resources
Source: A.T. Kearney

• Asset under-utilization, numerous and not fully optimized changeovers
• Inconsistent batch cycle times
• Quality issues, # of adjustments, inefficient color matching
• Energy consumption and related monitoring and optimization
• Manufacturing IT architecture not streamlined cross-site
• High manufacturing overhead
• Direct labor inefficiency

Sales management

Commercial operations

• Lack of customer/end-user data insights;
insufficient understanding of buyer values
• Limited understanding of true profitability by
market segment
• Poor monitoring of sales & marketing
execution compliance
• Limited strategic pricing & operational
execution/implementation
• Lack of coordination between contracting &
opportunity pipeline
• Service levels not differentiated/
operationalized

Need to harness digital E2E supply chain
opportunities on 3 axes, driving bottom line benefit
Impact dimensions for digitally enabled OpEx
INCREASED SALES
LOWER COSTS
Cost benefit:
20-40%

IMPROVED PRODUCTIVITY

5-10%

Inventory benefit:
20-30%

REDUCED INVENTORIES

Sales benefit:

Digitally
enabled End to
End Supply Chain

IMPROVED OTIF

IMPROVED LEAD TIMES

IMPROVED SHELF AVAILABILITY
New sources of revenue

NEW ROUTES TO MARKET
NEW BUSINESS CONCEPTS

Source: A.T. Kearney

Digital Supply Chain Transformation journey is long,
challenging, and will build on rounds of iteration
Experiment and scale
(The Digital Transformation Journey)

Finetuning, systems optimization
Rollout

Trial, testing
& pivoting

Digital transformation
engrained in the organization
Rollout

2019-2020

H2 2018
Testing phase
complete

Opportunities vs threats
Initiatives & priorities

Digital strategy, roadmap
& business case

Today

H1 2018

December 2017

What the journey will feel like

The world is changing
Customer markets change,
competitors are starting to develop
solid digital businesses and new
entrants are disrupting the industry,
capitalizing on tech developments

Source: A.T. Kearney

Companies can fuel organic
growth and operational excellence
through
digital capabilities

Collective
commitment

Challenging
but rewarding

Inspirational

A journey is as important as the destination – the approach should be driven
by an experiential and digitally rooted engagement plan full of highly
immersive experiences

A holistic change approach is needed to engrain
Digital operations change into an organization
A.T. Kearney’s four beliefs for broadening change

Spread change
top-down, setting the
mandate and need for change

SPREAD

SUSTAIN

Sustain the change –
embedding it into the
ecosystem and day-to-day

Set direction

Get performance

Get ownership

Get commitment

Shift individual ownership
of the change at the
source

Source: A.T. Kearney

SHIFT

DEEPEN

Deepen underlying
cultural principles and
change behavioral
norms

From our experience, we see six key success
factors for capturing the full Digital potential
Key success factors

A.T. Kearney project experience

Partner with the
right advisor

Work with a consultancy that can bring you a combination of Digital and operations experience, as well as
deep industry knowledge

Bring the
outside in

Harness the power of the exponential organization, identify external partnerships to access new
capabilities and ways of thinking

Develop a
long-term vision

Set bold and ambitious targets for Digital in your organization, avoid incremental thinking

Shape the digital
culture

Digital will change the way your work; engage senior leadership in the journey to excite them,
create buy-in, and actively manage the change

Build internal
capabilities

Invest in key people, departments and internal task forces to empower Digital natives and become
pathfinders

Experiment and
scale

Generate a portfolio of ideas, invest in the best, create Minimum Viable Products – test, fail (or
succeed) fast; learn and scale or pivot

Source: A.T. Kearney

Want to prepare for change? Contact us
A.T. Kearney UK Manufacturing Centre of Excellence

Source: A.T. Kearney
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Appendix

To start the transformation one should crystallisethe
vision, strategy and build the roadmap
Potential project approach
0

Alignment on
high-priority opportunities

1

Alignment on vision Go/nogo on business case

3

Alignment
on roadmap

4

Ramp-up

Implement

Digital element landscaping
• Digital workshops & stakeholder
• Baseline data
interviews
• Key internal and
•
Skills assessment
external stake-holders
• List of possible opportunities
• Interviews with
stakeholders
2
• Ongoing initiatives
and plans
As-is assessment
• Detailed project plan,
• Digital ops. capabilities to best
rules of engagement
practices
and deadlines
• Gaps/”Chokepoints”

Vision and strategy
• Visioning workshop to shape 5-10
year vision
• Inspiring vision for Digital ops
• Areas of strategic focus
• Portfolio of initiatives
• Business case
• Key external partners

• Overall and division level maturity

5

Engage
• Buy-in, internally and towards key external partners
• Case for change for senior management
• Cross-pollination, meeting partners and clients in Europe or Silicon Valley
• Sign-off with leadership team

Source: A.T. Kearney

Digital operations
roadmap
• Overall and Division level
implementation roadmap based on
benefit case, investment case, and
time to implement
• Suitability of corporate, Division and
local structure for Digital
implementation
• Roles, responsibilities, and KPIs
• Skills required for key roles

• Communicate vision
and roadmap
• Ramp-up
implementation team
• Start experiments and
metrics
• Adapt the operating
model
• Run capability
building and cultural
change
• Full-scale implementation

One should know the level of maturity in digital
ops as the starting point for any transformation
A.T. Kearney Digital operations Stages of Excellence
Export/customs management

Digital logistics

Transport management
Inventory management

iv
iii

Order management

Client example

Operations strategy & projects
Product lifecycle management
Production network planning
Distribution network planning

Material handling

Sales forecasting

Distribution warehousing

Digital SC strategy
(target picture)

ii

Digital planning

Material planning

Production warehousing

Design for manufacturability

End-to-end SC optimization

I

Production scheduling

Operational excellence/lean

S&OP process

Continuous improvement
Spares management

Master data management
Kpis & reporting

Capex engineering
Process engineering

Category management
Supplier relationship management

Maintenance

Digital manufacturing
& quality
CLIENT performance
I = No Digitalization; IV = Full leverage of Digital potential (world-class)
Source: A.T. Kearney, NextLab

Quality assurance
Quality control

Operational buying
Target costing

Material management
Automation
Line execution/management

Digital Leading Practice

Digital supply

